2003 hyundai sonata engine

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Sonata. Overview Overview
Most Popular. GLS 4dr Sedan 2. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel
drive Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base
engine size 2. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power mirrors yes
remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low
fuel level warning yes clock yes tachometer yes. Front leg room Driver seat with manual
adjustable lumbar support yes Front hip room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder
room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Length Curb weight lbs.
Cargo capacity, all seats in place Height 56 in. Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars
related to the Sonata. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes
multi-link rear suspension yes double wishbone front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic
5 yr. Drivetrain 10 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 5 yr. Inventory See Sonata Inventory. Sign Up. Beige
Black. See Sonata Inventory. The Sonata has many of the right ingredients for success, these
include power, comfort, and convenience. Further, Sonata delivers a quiet ride. It also
accelerates and brakes well. The package is marred, however, by mediocre emergency
handling. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number
VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly
how much warranty is left. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you
feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access
your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Hyundai Sonata
Change Vehicle. There are 6 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction.
Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration
Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the
track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine
idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting
smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel
Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the
government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise
fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent
city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage
is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and
CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile
trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances
and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling
Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver
speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride
Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and
how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the
vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort
Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit
across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating
represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the
same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog
Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne
pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports.
Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses
on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports
subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12
months that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the
trouble spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average
model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or
transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the
latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine
Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling
Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,

slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard
from Side air bags standard from Head protection air bags and ESC standard from Drive
Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties.
Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Would you like to sell
products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main
content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are
also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our
stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our
site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 39 " Rear head room 38 " Front
shoulder room 57 " Rear shoulder room 56 " Front hip room 56 " Rear hip room 54 " Front leg
room Maximum cargo capacity Standard seating 5 Exterior Length Fuel Fuel tank capacity
Torque rpm 4, Maximum towing capacity 1, lbs. Drive type front-wheel Turning radius Research
Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog.
Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in
your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The
exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the
Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or
allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You
must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions
below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By
choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Honest Autos has been
family owned and operated in Leesburg, FL since We utilize years of industry experience to help
you get a great car at an even better price. Don't get taken advantage of by other dealers. We
offer upfront salesman, transparent pricing, service records, and free Carfax vehicle history
reports on every vehicle we sell. We are a full spectrum lender, offering competitive traditional
financing for good credit customers AND Buy Here Pay Here financing for customers looking to
establish or rebuild your credit. Don't take 'NO' for an answer. We can be the bank and tell you
'You're Approved! We are conveniently located on U. Come in and let us earn your business!
The exterior was well maintained and is extra clean. The interior is clean and in good condition.
The engine is functioning properly and has no issues. The transmission shifts very smoothly.
All types of credit accepted Cars On 15 offers all types of financing and all types of warranties.
Thank You for looking. Odometer is miles below market average! Tulsa, OK or Call or Text We
are proud to offer one of the best used car warranties in the industry. All vehicles come with
fresh oil changes, all fluids are topped off, new VA Inspection, and we are always happy to
provide you with a free car fax report. Check us out on Facebook at Welcome to the best source
for online deals. With having reputation for being one of the most dependable vehicles on the
road,this model won't let you down. Great condition and well maintained, this this Hyundai
Sonata is just like the day it rolled out of the factory. Relax in the plush seats of this comfortable
interior. The vehicle has an automatic transmission. The vehicle shines with an exquisite blue

finish. This mid-size car has a V6, 2. Front wheel drive on this unit gives you better traction and
better fuel economy. This model is equipped with a gasoline engine. Recent Arrival! You may or
may not qualify for all rebates. Price does not include tax, tag, and fees. Price does not include
any aftermarket products, bodies, or upfits. Price includes applicable rebates:. Get a grip with
amazing traction control. This Sonata is for Hyundai nuts who are searching for a
terrific-looking and fuel-efficient vehicle. If your daily drive has been boring you to death, this
powerful car is just what the doctor ordered. Contemporary Automotive would like to invite you
to our dealership, to view the areas largest Pre-owned inventory. Visit our website, Most
Vehicles qualify for a for a 5yr Extended Warranty!! Check out this car at PremierTroy. Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. This Hyundai Sonata has such low mileage you'll probably think of
them more as blocks traveled than miles traveled. Rest assured, this vehicle was well cared for.
This vehicle was engineered to be both economically and environmentally friendly with
exceptional fuel efficiency. With all records included, drive away confidently knowing the
complete history of this Hyundai Sonata. You won't find a better price for this vehicle anywhere.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. View our entire inventory at
Call us today! COM We look forward to hearing from you! Advertised prices reflects Dealer
Discounts. Please confirm with dealer as to prior acquisition. All prices, specifications and
availability subject to change without notice. Visit dealer for most current information. Due to
the high demand for our individually selected vehicle inventory, there may be times that an
individual vehicle is no longer available at the time you arrive at the Dealership. This is due to a
time delay between posting the vehicle, its actual sale and delivery and removal from the web
site. Posting, sale and delivery of all pre-owned vehicles is an evolving process. Sometimes
displayed vehicles may still not be available for a variety of reasons, such as subject to prior
sales, removal and transport elsewhere, awaiting title and ownership confirmation. To better
insure the specific vehicle's availability, you should contact the Dealership to confirm its
present availability. Call or visit with us to see what you qualify for. Call today to set up a test
drive! Comes equipped with: Air Conditioning. We will not be furnishing additional pictures or
mechanical details. Just Come on in and drive it and see if it works for you! Say hello to our
Newfoundland Meisha! You may have seen her in our TV commercials or in one of our
dealerships. She's another member of our family-an automotive family that has combined
experience in the Chicago market of over 50 years! Thank you for considering us to fill your
automotive needs. Our customers rely on our dealership family to provide a unique value with
each transaction. We want to be your automotive family. All prices exclude taxes, title, license
and documentation fees. New car prices include all applicable manufacturer rebates, incentives
and cash back offers. Customers must meet manufacturer's qualifications. Not all customers
will qualify for all rebates. Certification charge extra. Manufacturer reserves the right to change
incentives without notice. Not all rebates are compatible with manufacturer's special APR
programs. Other restrictions apply. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
Type Gas 4, Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 5, Cylinders 4 cylinders 4, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I see all these people writing bad
reviews on this car because they did not maintain the car! What is wrong with people these
days???? Complaining about a timing belt as a repair? Come on people That is just called
maintaning your car!!!!! These are great cars if you take care of it!! Trust me i am an ASE master
tech and work on these cars daily, and not for Hyundai! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Toggle
Navigation HyundaiOnlineParts. Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit
the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please
try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:.
Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart.
Home Hyundai Sonata Engine. Genuine Hyundai innovation is preserved only by choosing
Genuine Hyundai Sonata Engine spare parts. Each OEM Hyundai part is carefully designed and
built to pair seamlessly with the sophisticated safety and performance systems in your vehicle.
When it comes time for your next repair, embrace the innovation inside your Hyundai. These
genuine parts fit your Hyundai Sonata. Can't find what you're looking for? Try searching here:.
Average 4. So far, so good. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My Information Testimonials.
Find us on Facebook. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data,
we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any

information in question with a sales representative. For more information go to Kool Vue
Mirrors are your most affordable OE replacement mirrors and they are manufactured from the
highest quality, corrosion-resistant materials to withstand all types of weather. Kool Vue
specializes in producing mirrors for all vehicle makes and models; Our mirrors go through
rigorous We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Refine by:. Mirror part. Quantity Sold. Shop Hyundai Sonata Mirror. Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results.
Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results.
Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality components,
this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance
needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. ReplaceXL - the
most affordable brand name for replacement parts that Jan 31, Excellent replacement mirror.
Excellent quality Looks better than original silver one on drivers side Scott Rocco. Purchased
on Jan 09, Jan 25, Good service. Pamela Stasack. Purchased on Jan 15, Oct 14, Great product,
great price! The mirror worked out perfectly. It was easy to remove the old one and replace with
the new one. Great product and great price! Mary Schenekl.
1994 toyota camry v6
1996 chevy truck seat
2004 dodge ram instrument cluster
Purchased on Sep 21, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. But in recent years, cameras
substituting rear-view mirrors have been introduced, while backup cameras have also been
federally mandated in new vehicles. Adjust Your Mirrors to Work in Harmony Driving with new
mirror settings can take some getting used to. Before driving on public roads, take time to drive
up and down a street with a few cars, or even an open parking lot just to get used to them.
Rearview Mirror Sit in your normal driving position. Adjust the mirror with. Apart from detaching
the mirrors themselves, the adhesive on the back can leave a residue, which can prove to be a
challenge to remove. Whether or not you are capable of driving with one or both side mirrors
missing or broken is largely dependent on your skills as a driver. However, we would strongly.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

